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CHAPTER 2 FREE EXCERPT
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Since this war had been planned from the very beginning by the Dark Illuminists as a way
to both reduce the population and to put their Global Police State into place, their plans were set
in motion right after it had ended. The rhetoric plastered all over the Mass Media was that, if there
was a One World Government, world war could never happen again. So, in what seemed like no
time at all, they had utilized the power of the United Nations to create a World Government, a
World Army and a World Currency. They told the world that these were the essential three
prerequisites for achieving lasting global peace. And the world bought it. It bought it hook, line and
sinker. Oh, how easy it was to fool the Earthlings back in those days! Like shooting fish in a barrel,
as they themselves were fond of saying.
You see, the Dark Ones often played a nifty little trick on the Earth-Humans, known as
Problem-Reaction-Solution1, a term coined by the great David Icke. The way it worked was as
follows: the Ruling Elite would secretly create crisis situations, which would then be blamed on
manufactured, external enemies and the true perpetrators of the problem (i.e.: the Dark Elite
themselves) would step forward as the supposed “saviors” of their people, offering them a
prearranged “solution”. Perhaps not surprisingly, of course, the proposed “solution” always
brought on further loss of rights and freedoms with it, under the pretense that this would help the
government better “protect” its citizens. But, as one would say on Earth, that was complete
bollocks!
This sinister technique stemmed from the perverted, self-serving use of the great Occult
Truth which says that, throughout the Material Universe, whenever a Living Energy System (be it
an individual, a society, a country, a planet, a system, a constellation, a galaxy, etc.) survives and
comes out the other end of a crisis (or chaotic) situation, it reorganizes itself into a higher order of
existence. In other words, if the organism doesn’t die during the crisis, it evolves and, thus,
emerges stronger. It is the very stuff evolution is made of. In fact, the well known Freemasonic2
motto, Ordo Ab Chao, which means order out of chaos in Latin, is derived from this great Truth.
This, of course, is where we also get the universally known saying “what doesn’t kill you makes
you stronger”.
Now, while it is indeed true that order does come out of chaos, it does not, however, mean
that this Universal Maxim should be used to covertly control people! Nevertheless, the Dark
Masonic-Illuminati secret societies did just that. They basically used this secret knowledge of
theirs against the masses. They wished to foster a kind of “artificial evolution” on Earth, you see.
While, in a certain sense, we could say that speeding up the evolution of the planet was beneficial,
and hence desirable, what was not desirable, however, was the fact that they attempted to control
the direction said evolution would take. And, in this way, of course, they controlled the world itself.
You see, through their carefully placed agents, they would create chaotic situation after chaotic
situation in the world so that they could then replace this manufactured chaos with their version of
order. Let us use the Final War as an example to show how this was done:
1

Problem-Reaction-Solution: insidious Covert Control System typically used on Dark Planets to create a desired change in a
society without the population ever realizing this change was engineered, behind the scenes, by the Secret Government. As its
name suggests, it worked in the following manner: 1) First the Secret Government, by using carefully placed Controlled Opposition
agents in highly influential positions (Politics, Banking, Media, Military, Education, Arts, Health Industry, etc.), would engineer an
apparent “problem” in the society, such as a Manufactured War, FFA, Financial Crisis, Health Scare, etc., which the Official
Government would then decry. 2) This engineered crisis would create the predictable, and much desired, outcry from the public,
which would, of course, then run to their government and demand a “solution” to their horrible new “crisis”! 3) Finally the Official
Government –which in reality was, of course, controlled by the Secret Government that ultimately answered to the Order of the
Serpent– would provide the populace an already predetermined “solution”. Only about 5% of any given planet’s populace was
smart enough to understand this game and realize that the three steps mentioned above were not at all random events! Out of this
top 5%, most usually did not complain about the situation, some of them chose to side with the enemy and the few who did try to
do something to change it, would invariably end up either discredited, financially destroyed, framed, or, in the worst case scenario,
murdered. In this way, the hybrid bloodlines on the Dark Planets were able to hold on to their power for seeming perpetuity.
2 Freemasonry: secret society with thirty-three degrees of initiation, modeled on Earth’s ancient Occult/Mystery Schools. Officially
thought to have originated in 1717, in truth it was much older than this. Though initially a benevolent group and independent from
the Illuminati, it was infiltrated completely by the latter at some point the 18 th century. After this happened, further degrees were
added beyond the thirty-third, called the Illuminati degrees, which went up to sixty-six. It was in these degrees that the initiate
learned about the Order of the Serpent and the labyrinth of secret societies set up on the other infiltrated planets of the Milky Way.
It is very interesting to note that all but two US Presidents (one of them being John F. Kennedy) were 33rd degree Freemasons.
Presidents and Prime Ministers of many other countries were also high-ranking Freemasons.
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a) They plan the FFA on New York themselves
b) They the utilize their controlled Mass Media to falsely blame “terrorists” for the attack
and, of course, the gullible masses buy it, like the sheep that they are
c) They then go to war with said terrorists, who in truth have been secretly trained/funded
by the Dark Illuminists themselves
d) This war eventually erupts into a world war, which is what they wanted to happen all
along
e) After the world war, they succeed in getting their long-awaited World Government
f) Mission accomplished: they have now taken over the world

So, in essence, wanting to achieve f) all along, they perpetrated a) themselves in order to
get there. So, as can be seen in this particular case, they had replaced the manufactured chaos of
WW III with the New World Order3…their New World Order! And, to add insult to injury, most
people didn’t even realize this was what had really happened. If only this book had been released
at that time, as a warning, instead of over two thousand years later, in four thousand, two hundred
and seventy six A.D! Had the novel gone viral enough, it could very well have averted the Final
War. So this, then, dear reader, is the basic breakdown of Problem-Reaction-Solution. And it
worked like a charm for them for centuries, so they kept doing it. As they say on Earth to this day:
if something aint broke why fix it?
The Black Magicians knew exactly what they were doing. Even if a segment of the
population was indeed waking up to their deceptive ways, they’d, more likely than not, manage to
put their NWO in place before the majority had realized there was a plot at all. By then, of course,
it would be too late for the masses to stop their inevitable enslavement. See, the Illuminati had
been planning to start World War III by playing on the constant tensions extant between Muslims
and Jews in the Middle East, as outlined in Pike’s4 Letter to Mazzini. Incredibly, even though
written almost one hundred and fifty years before the Final War, Pike’s instructions seem to have
been, well, followed to the letter, pardon the pun. All joking aside, by hook or by crook, the Black
Magicians got their One World Government in the end!

3

NWO (New Word Order): the Illuminati version of a peaceful, One World Government; in truth, nothing more than a Global
Police State favoring the super-rich. They had been covertly working on creating their New World for two hundred years before the
public –around the turn of the 21st century– finally realized what was happening. At this point a great effort was made to brainwash
the masses, through the Mass Media, into believing the Illuminati’s World Government was the best one that could possibly exist.
But Earthlings were not that easily fooled and, with the help of Lord Casey, eventually derailed the Illuminati’s plot to make Earth a
Prison Planet for all time.
4 Albert Pike (1809 – 1891): American 33rd Degree Freemason; major Illuminati figure and most celebrated mason in US history;
wrote the seminal Freemasonic work, Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry (1871). He is
noted for having outlined the Illuminati’s plans to create the three major world wars in a letter to Giuseppe Mazzini (the then head
of Italian Freemasonry), dated 1871. His reference to the Final War was uncannily close to what actually happened almost one
hundred and fifty years later. While it was said that this letter was a hoax, put together by detractors of Freemasonry, it also
happens to be the most prophetic hoax the Multiverse has yet seen!
“The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by the "agentur" of the "Illuminati"
between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem
Arabic World) and political Zionism (the State of Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once more
divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion… We
shall unleash the Nihilists and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all its horror will show
clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the
citizens, obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of
civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be without compass or
direction, anxious for an ideal, but without knowing where to render its adoration, will receive the true light through the universal
manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view. This manifestation will result from the general
reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same
time."
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If you enjoyed the excerpt and want to purchase the ebook/s, please click BUY NOW button

Also, if you would like to help spread the word, please take a minute to share the official site on
your favorite social media sites by using the buttons on the next page. It would be greatly
appreciated if you also included a few words of praise about this excerpt in your message/s.
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Please Note: These are automated share links, so all you need to do is click on the one/s you
want and a new window will open in the chosen social media site with a link to
galacticindependencewar.com already included in it. You then simply write a small
accompanying message (where applicable) and share! It’s that easy! 

Please feel free to also write a review on the official Amazon, Goodreads and/or Facebook Page/s:

And last, but not least, if you haven’t watched it before or simply wish to share it and/or send it to
your friends, here is the link to the epic, official YouTube promo video:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP…
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